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Region
Global

Industry
Chemical

IPS Solution
iDrawings-P&ID

IPS iDrawings-P&ID Help Engineering Company 

Accelerating Front-End Engineering 

with Efficient SPP&ID Conversion

Benefit to Customer

A global EPC (engineering) company typically needs to convert early 

phase P&ID from licensor or client into SPP&ID for front end 

engineering work. The schedule for this conversion is very critical 

for overall engineering schedule and early cost estimate. 

Applying IPS’s iDrawings –P&ID solution, the engineering company 

reduced the early P&IDs conversion schedule from 8 weeks to 4 

weeks a 50% of schedule reduction without adding additional 

human resource, and realized a 30% cost saving. 

The Challenge

Licensor or client historic P&IDs that are unintelligent and typically in PDF format01
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Consolidating and harnessing data from P&IDs and bringing it into an intelligent 

format needs huge amounts of manual work, and very often on the critical path 

of the project
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Capital projects very often needs recreating these P&IDs to SPPID

2 ~5  X Faster 1~ 5 man-hours/P&ID 30%~ 50% Cost Saving

IPS Solution

40 man-hours: model 

configuration & AI processing

500  man-hours: manual 
finishing & quality check 

Total = 540  man-hours (3.5 

man-hours/P&ID)

540 h/20000 USDiDrawings P&ID

Total man hours 

for 150 P&ID 

conversion

50% 
Schedule Reduction

35% 
Cost saving

1950 h/30000 USD

VS

IPS iDrawings P&ID  AI model is configurated based on the client’s specific engineering standard to recognize tags, lines and symbols such as 

instruments and valves etc. on PDF drawings, then AI data is reconnected into intelligent data set and load into Smart Plant P&ID (SPP&ID) 

with high accuracy (80%) before performing final touchup and QA. The AI automated workflow drastically reduced manual work  with much 

less cost and time. 

iDrawings is an AI solution to digitalize engineering drawings (P&ID, electrical etc.). AI model is configurated based on customized standards to recognize and 
abstract drawing components (text, lines, symbols), and then regenerate intelligent drawings including intelligent P&IDs, tag lists and other engineering deliverables 
including MTO/BOM, linelist etc. with minimal 30 to 50% cost and schedule saving.

Please contact us contact@ips-ai.com for more information and visit our website     www.ips-ai.com to request a demo 

This conversion has impact to overall engineering and project schedule
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Manual Conversion

IPS iDrawings -

P&ID 

1 batch Manual

Model 

Configuration

Manual touchup

4weeks 

Schedule 
Reduction
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